Getting There

School Coach or Car

From Edinburgh Airport follow signs for A8/M8/M9 to Glasgow/Stirling. At Newbridge Roundabout take the M8 to Glasgow (first exit). Take the first junction off the M8 (Junction 3) onto the A899 to Livingston. Once on the A899, follow the signs for Kirkton Campus. Take the fourth turning off the A899 (Cousland Interchange) onto the A705 to Whitburn. At the first roundabout take the second exit to Kirkton Campus. This is Simpson Parkway. Take the third turning on the right into Baird Road. Take the fourth turning on the left and you will see Sky Academy Studios at the end of the road.

Address
Sky Academy Studios, 1 Macintosh Road, Kirkton Campus, Livingston, EH54 7BW

Please note: The postcode above will lead you to the wrong entrance. Please refer to the map below for directions to the correct entrance. Alternatively, if you are having any issues, please call 01506 325 999 for assistance.

Entry to Sky Academy Studios via Baird Road

Getting there
From Simpson Parkway, turn on to Baird Road. There is no entry via Macintosh Road. Take the fourth turning on the left and you will see Sky Academy Studios at the end of the road. Limited school bus or coach parking is available here.

No Entry to Sky Academy Studios via Macintosh Road due to one way system
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